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•  Apply lessons learned from HWT Oklahoma and 
prior work for real-time year-round 4km ensemble"
– Design ensemble to span error space of 4km 

resolution forecasts"
•  Initial Conditions"
•  Physics Schemes"

– Use ensemble for as much as possible"
•  Convective Initiation"
•  Fire Weather"
•  Alternative Energy"
•  Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting"

•  Use more than one agency"
– RENCI alone can produce many WRF runs"
– Local WFOs run high-resolution WRF-NMM"
– Local Universities run high-resolution models"
– Other agencies run high-resolution models"

•  COMBINED WE CAN CREATE MORE 
ENSEMBLE MEMBERS THAN ANY ONE 
GROUP ALONE"

•  Model differences fall naturally from source 
diversity"
– NWS offices usually use NAM ICs, RENCI uses 

RUC"
– NWS offices usually use cheaper physics, RENCI 

does not"
– NWS offices usually use WRF NMM, RENCI does 

not"
•  Partnership accomplished by having common 

spatial and temporal attributes of model output."
– Regardless of model start time, run out to 1200 UTC 

for morning run, 0000 UTC for evening run."
– Regardless of native domain, be sure it spans 

common grid featured below."
–  In post-processing, be sure to produce common 

requested fields (see below left)"
– Begin model run such that it finishes by an agreed 

upon time, that time chosen based on NWS 
requirements."

•  COMBINED WE CAN CREATE MORE 
ENSEMBLE MEMBERS THAN ANY ONE 
GROUP ALONE"

•  Exchange limited subsets of 
entire model output"
– Two dimentional fields only"

•  Accumulated Precipitation,"
•  Boundary Layer Height"
•  2-meter temperature"
•  2-meter dewpoint"
•  10-meter winds"
•  CAPE"
•  CIN"
•  Sea level Pressure"
•  Shortwave Radiation"
•  Simulated Radar Reflectivity at 

1km and 4km above gronud level"

•  Exchange limited subsets of entire 
model output"
– Each agency uploads their output onto 

an FTP site."
– RENCI retrieves all files (GRIB or 

GRIB2), unzips, converts to GRIB-1, 
and interpolates to common domain."

– Model forecasts (regardless of 
initialization) complete at about 8AM/
PM "

– Combination of runs takes place at 9 
AM/PM"

– Ensemble output available at 9:30 AM/
PM (1330 UTC/0130 UTC"



•  Output files are in GRIB and GRIB2 format"
•  Index files (as per NCEP) also available"

– Mean of all members"
– Spread of all members"
– Maximum value of all members"
– Minimum value of all members"
– Percent exceeding threshold"

•  Individual members also available"
– For the 2D fields mentioned earlier"

•  Three mechanisms of access"
– FTP SITE ftp.renci.org"
– WEB PAGE www.sensordatabus.org/wrf"
– AWIPS (Josh Watson, NWS ER HQ)"

•  Capacity exists to convert files to requested 
format"

•  Many thanks to all the partners in this work"
– National Weather Service Forecast Offices"

•  Raleigh, NC"
•  Wilmington, NC"
•  Blacksburg, VA"
•  Sterling, VA"
•  Greenville-Spartanburg, SC"
•  Columbia, SC"
•  CIN"
•  Sea level Pressure"

– National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
- EMC"

– National Severe Storms Laboratory"
– Department of Energy - SRNL"

§  The initial goal in creating this model 
ensemble is to provide advanced and 
detailed weather forecast information to all 
participants.  This includes operational 
weather support including improved 
precipitation forecasts and fire weather 
support (prescribed burns and wild land 
fires). 

§  For wind energy applications, more accurate 
wind forecasts, especially in coastal areas, 
can help support successful wind energy and 
energy infrastructure operations.   

§  For solar, improved cloud cover forecasts 
can greatly improve the management of grid 
operations for impacts to solar powered local 
and/or home power systems.  In particular, 
grid operations can be maintained properly 
as incoming or developing predicted clouds 
attenuate the energy from the sun, thus 
decreasing power generation.  Both direct 
beam and total irradiance can be evaluated 
with a number of forecasting tools and 
radiation data.  Advanced warning of these 
impacts can be used to delineate alternative 
power resources and can expand the ability 
to generate power over a wide region rather 
than through large power plants alone.  

§  The sun and wind are largely untapped 
power resources in the Southeastern US, 
yet, the need for power companies to 
diversify their portfolios and remain 
environmentally in compliance remain “hard” 
drivers for the development of these 
resources. 

"


